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A brief investigation was conducted of the effect of the number of time steps used by the ice accretion code LEWICE 2.0 in determining an ice shape. The investigation included a study of the LEWICE 2.0 validation database and approximately 30 additional LEWICE 2.0 runs.

For more than 90 percent of LEWICE 2.0 cases in the validation database, the number of time steps used in calculating the ice shape was different from the “default” number of time steps determined by LEWICE 2.0 with the automatic time-stepping feature on. In all these cases, the number of time steps was equal to the IFLO input value, which was determined in accordance with a “minutes rule.” The authors recommend that the minutes rule be incorporated into LEWICE 2.0 so that the default number of time steps determined by LEWICE 2.0 is consistent with the number of time steps used for the runs in the validation database. The accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 when using the current default number cannot be determined from the validation database.

It was also found that the accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 ice shapes does not improve when the number of time steps is increased beyond a certain value. Specifically, when the number of time steps is increased beyond about 25 or 30, depending on the conditions, the ice shape predictions tend to diverge, and the upper horn (if present) tends to “droop.” The authors recommend that the LEWICE 2.0 user be warned against inputting too large a number of time steps.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A brief investigation was conducted on the effect of the number of time steps used by the ice accretion code LEWICE 2.0 in determining an ice shape. The investigation began with a review of information in the user’s manual and validation report and included a study of the LEWICE 2.0 validation database and approximately 30 additional LEWICE 2.0 runs.

For more than 90 percent of LEWICE 2.0 cases in the validation database, the number of time steps used in calculating the ice shape was different from the “default” number of time steps determined by LEWICE 2.0 with the automatic time-stepping feature on. In all these cases, the number of time steps was equal to the IFLO input value, which was determined in accordance with a “minutes rule.” It is recommended that the minutes rule be incorporated into LEWICE 2.0 so that the default number of time steps determined by LEWICE 2.0 is consistent with the number of time steps used for the runs in the validation database. The accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 when using the current default number is not documented in the validation database.

It was also determined that the accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 ice shapes does not improve when the number of time steps is increased beyond a certain value. Specifically, when the number of time steps is increased beyond about 25 or 30, depending on the conditions, the ice shape predictions tend to diverge, and the upper horn (if present) tends to “droop.” It is recommended that the user be warned against inputting too large a number of time steps.
1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes a brief investigation of questions concerning the number of time steps used by LEWICE in determining an ice shape. (All references to LEWICE in this report are to LEWICE 2.0.) The investigation began with a review of the information provided in the user’s manual [1] and validation report [2]. It builds upon and extends the results reported there. Approximately 30 additional LEWICE runs were made for this investigation.

2. DETERMINATION OF NUMBER OF TIME STEPS

The determination of the number of time steps used in the ice shape calculation is discussed on pages 13-17 of the user’s manual [1]. The key points are summarized here. Strictly for the purposes of discussion in this report, a variable \( N_{STEPS} \) is introduced. (The italics are used to distinguish it from LEWICE variables.) \( N_{STEPS} \) is defined as the number of time steps actually used by LEWICE in the determination of an ice shape.

Three LEWICE variables, IFLO, N, and ITIMFL, are involved in the determination of \( N_{STEPS} \).

- IFLO = A variable input by the user as a candidate value for \( N_{STEPS} \).
- N = A variable calculated by LEWICE as a candidate value for \( N_{STEPS} \).

The formula used by LEWICE to calculate N is

\[
N = \frac{(LWC)(V)TIME}{(chord)(\rho_{ice})(0.01)} = 100 \times A_c \tag{1}
\]

where

- LWC = liquid water content (g/m\(^3\))
- V = Velocity (m/s)
- Time = Accretion time (s)
- Chord = Airfoil chord (m)
- \( \rho_{ice} \) = ice density = 9.17\times10^5 g/m^3
- \( A_c \) = Accumulation parameter

- ITIMFL = a flag which functions as follows:

  If ITIMFL = 1 (i.e., “automatic time stepping” on) and

  - IFLO \( \geq \) N, then \( N_{STEPS} = IFLO \).
  - IFLO < N, then \( N_{STEPS} = N \) and the user receives the following warning:

  “The input number of time steps (IFLO) has been changed to the calculated value of (N). Unless otherwise noted, this occurred because the auto-time stamp ITIMFL is set = 1.”
If ITIMFL = 0 (i.e., “automatic time stepping” off)
− then $N_{STEPS} = \text{IFLO}$ and the user receives the following warning:

“You are not using automated time stepping procedure. The accuracy of the code in this situation is unknown.”

Note: LEWICE calculates $N$ no matter what the value of ITIMFL. If ITIMFL = 0 and IFLO < $N$, an additional warning is issued:

“You are using fewer time steps than recommended. Number of time steps recommended = (value). Number of time steps selected = (value). Ice shapes produced may be different from those used to validate this code.”

As noted, the user can be said to be using the “automatic time step procedure” if ITIMFL = 1. This simply means that $N_{STEPS} = \text{the larger of IFLO and } N$.

(Note: The user can input the value of ITIMFL from the LEW20 namelist in the input file. If ITIMFL is omitted from the namelist, LEWICE sets ITIMFL = 1, i.e., this is the “default” value.)

The effect of the number of time steps used in the ice shape calculation is discussed on page 9 of the validation report [2]. It is stated that the “automated time step procedure” was used, which means that $N_{STEPS} = \text{the larger of IFLO and } N$ for all runs in the validation database. Based on a private communication [3] from the primary author of the validation report, it was learned that the IFLO input value was determined in accordance with the following “minutes rule”:

- Let $MINUTES = \text{the total time in minutes of the icing event being simulated.}$ (Once more, the italics are used to distinguish this variable from LEWICE variables. Note also that $MINUTES = \text{TSTOP}/60$, where TSTOP is the LEWICE variable defined as the total time of the icing simulation in seconds.)

- If $MINUTES < 15$ minutes, IFLO = $MINUTES$.

- If $MINUTES \geq 15$ minutes, IFLO = 15.

Table 1 is based upon an examination of the validation database. $N$ is calculated from the appropriate variables in the database using equation 1, and IFLO is determined in accordance with the minutes rule. The table shows that for 208 out of 230 cases, or 90.4 percent, $N$ is smaller than IFLO, so that the LEWICE ice shape was calculated using IFLO, the number of time steps based on the minutes rule, rather than using $N$, the default number of time steps determined internally by LEWICE.
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF VALUES OF N AND IFLO FOR LEWICE RUNS IN THE VALIDATION DATABASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N &lt; IFLO</th>
<th>N = IFLO</th>
<th>N &gt; IFLO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spray Time &lt; 15 min.</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray Time ≥ 15 min.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: It is recommended that the minutes rule be incorporated into LEWICE 2.0 so that the default number of time steps determined by LEWICE 2.0 is consistent with the number of time steps used for the runs in the validation database. The accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 when using the current default number is not documented in the validation database.

3. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF TIME STEPS.

The validation report [2] states on page 9: “An additional 18 runs were made to illustrate the variation when different time steps are used.” (These are “in addition” to the runs included in the validation database.) The results are discussed briefly, with results shown in figures 42-59 of reference 2. Three cases (see figures 42-51 of reference 2) were selected for further investigation in the present study. The authors reran two of the cases to verify that they were obtaining the same results presented in reference 2. These results are shown in figures 1 and 2.
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FIGURE 1. RUN 072501
FIGURE 2. RUN 072503

The results from figures 1 and 2 match those in reference 2 and are consistent with the statement in reference 2 that “these cases show a large variation in ice shape prediction due to time step, although the variation decreases as the number of time steps increases.” (Italics added.) However, it is not clear that the ice shapes are converging to a “limit shape” as the number of time steps increases, therefore, the same conditions were run with more time steps for this study. The results for these runs are shown in figures 3 and 4.

FIGURE 3. RUN 072501 WITH ADDITIONAL TIME STEPS
Figure 3 shows the final ice shape for runs made with 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 time steps. Figure 42 in the validation report [2] stops with 6 time steps. \((N_{STEPS} = 6\) for the ice shape included in the validation database; LEWICE calculated \(N = 2\).) At 6 time steps, the “upper horn” is just starting to “droop” but is still substantially the same as the ice shapes produced by fewer time steps. However, beyond 6 time steps, the upper horn migrates downward on the airfoil until its location can no longer be described as upper.

Note that with a spray time of 6 minutes and 24 iterations, each time step is 15 seconds long. Using 48 iterations gives time steps of only 7.5 seconds each.

Figure 4 shows the final ice shape for runs made with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 20, 30, 60, and 90 time steps. The validation report [2] stopped with 15 time steps. \((N_{STEPS} = 7\) for the ice shape included in the validation database; LEWICE calculated \(N = 7\).) Runs made with 3 through 15 time steps seem to be converging to a “limit shape.” However, they differ from runs made with 1 or 2 time steps and runs made with more than 15 time steps.

Note that with a spray time of 22.5 minutes and 90 iterations, each time step is 15 seconds long.

At 20 time steps, the upper horn droop begins to be apparent; by 60 time steps the upper horn is almost horizontal.
In addition to the effects on the upper-horn shape, the lower shape shows marked changes as well. At low numbers of time steps, it is not a well-defined horn, but rather more like a step. For the higher numbers of time steps, it converges to a shape more resembling a horn, but its position shifts.

As can be seen from figures 3 and 4, not only do the shapes not necessarily converge to a limit shape with increasing numbers of time steps, but there appears to be a tendency for the shapes to diverge, resulting in ice shapes decidedly different from the shapes included in the validation database. The apparent tendency of the upper horn to droop with a large number of time steps, could sometimes result in an ice shape that would cause a smaller aerodynamic penalty.

As a result of these tests, it was decided to conduct additional time step tests for tunnel runs 1-23-run8 (figure 5), 125 (figure 6), and 231 (figure 7). (These cases were not included among the time step tests presented in reference 2.) Tunnel run 1-23-run8 was selected based on lack of agreement between the predicted and experimental upper-surface peak thickness. Tunnel run 125 was selected because it had the greatest upper-surface peak thickness, and tunnel run 231 was also selected because it had the smallest upper-surface peak thickness.

FIGURE 5. TIME STEP TESTS FOR RUN 1-23-RUN8
FIGURE 6. TIME STEP TESTS FOR RUN 125

FIGURE 7. TIME STEP TESTS FOR RUN 231
These results are consistent with the earlier results shown in figures 3 and 4. The reasons for this behavior are beyond the scope of this report.

Note: Based on the results in this section, it is recommended that the LEWICE 2.0 user be warned against inputting too large a number of time steps.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS.

Two recommendations, already stated above, result from this study:

1. It is recommended that the minutes rule be incorporated into LEWICE 2.0 so that the default number of time steps, determined by LEWICE 2.0, is consistent with the number of time steps used for the runs in the validation database. The accuracy of LEWICE 2.0 when using the current default number is not documented in the validation database.

2. LEWICE 2.0 does not currently warn against using too many time steps. Based on the results in section 3, it is recommended that the user be warned against inputting too large a number of time steps.
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